Background: in childhood obesity research, the appearance of height loss, or "shrinkage," indicates measurement error. it is unclear whether a common response-excluding "shrinkers" from analysis-reduces bias. Methods: Using data from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health, we sampled 816 female adolescents (≥17 years) who had attained adult height by 1996 and for whom adult height was consistently measured in 2001 and 2008 ("gold-standard" height). We estimated adolescent obesity prevalence and the association of maternal education with adolescent obesity under 3 conditions: excluding shrinkers (for whom gold-standard height was less than recorded height in 1996), retaining shrinkers, and retaining shrinkers but substituting their gold-standard height. Results: When we estimated obesity prevalence, excluding shrinkers decreased precision without improving validity. When we regressed obesity on maternal education, excluding shrinkers produced less valid and less precise estimates. Conclusion: in some circumstances, ignoring shrinkage is a better strategy than excluding shrinkers. (Epidemiology 2014;25: 591-594) 
T he most commonly used measure of body size in epidemiologic studies of childhood obesity is body mass index (BMi). [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] the utility of BMi in childhood obesity research is dependent on accurate measurement of weight and height. one problem that can arise in the analysis of childhood BMi is the appearance of height loss or "shrinkage." in a population of growing children and adolescents, shrinkage is implausible and indicates that at least one height value is erroneous and should be corrected. However, ascertainment of corrected height values is often not feasible.
Sensitivity analysis and imputation are established methods for simulating correction of implausible data. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] However, measurement error is rarely explicitly acknowledged, and the use of these methods is not yet widespread. 11 More commonly, shrinkage in a growing population is either (1) addressed by excluding shrinkers from analysis or (2) ignored, with shrinkers retained in analysis. excluding shrinkers reduces sample size and therefore statistical precision, but precision loss may be a reasonable trade-off if excluding shrinkers reduces bias from measurement error. 12 ignoring shrinkage has the advantage of retaining sample size but could result in biased estimates.
to our knowledge, no studies using real-world epidemiologic data have evaluated whether excluding respondents with implausible height shrinkage results in more valid estimates than retaining shrinkers. Analyzing data on a nationally representative sample of older adolescents, we compared 2 strategies for handling data when some height-stable adolescents appear to shrink over a 6-year period between adolescence and young adulthood.
METHODS

Population
Data were from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (Add Health) cohort, which began as a nationally representative survey of US students enrolled in grades 7 through 12 in 1994-1995. 13 Height and weight were self-reported at wave 1. At waves 2, 3, and 4, height and weight were both measured and self-reported.
to establish a "gold-standard" height, we restricted data to a subset of respondents with strong evidence of height stability across wave 2 (1996) , wave 3 (2001-2002) , and wave 4 (2008-2009 robust in adolescent females than males, who reach adult height later. 14 for height-stable female respondents, height should remain unchanged across all 3 waves. to establish a gold-standard height, we restricted our analysis to respondents whose measured height was the same at waves 3 and 4. if a respondent's wave 2 height was greater than the height consistently measured at waves 3 and 4, that respondent was considered a "shrinker." the final sample included 816 female respondents. All study procedures were approved by the institutional review Board of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Measures
to compare the 2 methods of handling implausible height shrinkage, we conducted illustrative analyses under 3 conditions: using the gold-standard height, excluding the shrinkers, and retaining shrinkers. the illustrative analyses were (1) estimation of wave 2 obesity prevalence and (2) estimation of the association between maternal education and wave 2 obesity prevalence. for regression analyses, we dichotomized self-reported maternal education as up to and including high school graduation and more than high school.
Under all 3 conditions, wave 2 obesity was defined as either (1) having BMi ≥ 30 kg/m 2 or (2) being at or above the 95th percentile of the age-and sex-specific BMi specified by the CDC 2000 growth charts. 14, 15 to construct a data set with gold-standard height, we substituted wave 2-measured height with the height value consistently measured at waves 3 and 4. Wave 3 height was measured in inches; wave 4 was measured in centimeters. Wave 4 height was considered consistent with wave 3 if it was within 0.5 inches of wave 3 height. etable 1 (http://links.lww.com/eDe/A791) shows variable distributions under each condition. Analyses were adjusted for Add Health's complex survey weighting using Stata 12 (College Station, tX). 13, 16 Analysis We compared estimated obesity prevalence when excluding or retaining shrinkers to the gold-standard prevalence estimate. We also performed bivariate logistic regression analyses with maternal education as the independent variable under all 3 conditions (gold standard, excluding shrinkers, and retaining shrinkers).
to perform analyses under 3 conditions, we first calculated gold-standard estimates in the full analysis sample by substituting "naive" wave 2-measured height with the consistent gold-standard height. for the second and third conditions, we estimated obesity keeping the naive wave 2-measured height intact. in the second condition, shrinkers were excluded from the analysis sample. Shrinkers are those respondents whose consistent gold-standard height was less than their naive-measured height at wave 2. in the third (naive) condition, shrinkers were retained in the full analysis sample.
to compare estimates from the second and third conditions to the gold standard, we created a stacked data set that included the full gold-standard analysis sample and duplicate rows for the nonshrinkers, ie, the population after shrinkers were excluded. We used indicator variables to specify each analysis condition.
We produced bootstrapped estimates (2000 replications) corresponding to all analyses to assess the uncertainty of each reported estimate. Code to create the stacked data set and conduct analyses is provided in eAppendix (http://links. lww.com/eDe/A791).
RESULTS
As expected, excluding shrinkers resulted in a higher standard error (Se = 1.9) than retaining shrinkers (Se = 0.4) by an order of magnitude (table) . Notably, estimates from the sample that retained shrinkers were slightly closer to the gold-standard estimate than those from the sample excluding shrinkers. the gold-standard obesity prevalence was 14.0%. obesity prevalence retaining shrinkers was 13.8% and excluding shrinkers was 13.4%. regression analyses also demonstrated worse precision when excluding shrinkers (see confidence limit ratios , table) . Accuracy, however, appeared much worse when excluding shrinkers versus retaining them. the odds ratio (or) for the association of lower education and obesity was 2.21 using the goldstandard height (table) . When shrinkers were excluded, the or dropped to 1.16. When shrinkers were retained, the or (1.91) was closer to the gold standard. An analysis excluding shrinkers would likely conclude that maternal education was not associated with adolescent obesity, in contradiction to the literature in this area. 17 to further illustrate the differences between strategies, we produced histograms of bootstrapped regression coefficients under all 3 conditions (figure). retaining shrinkers produced a distribution much closer to the gold-standard distribution.
Additional analyses of mean BMi and bivariate associations with BMi showed that excluding and retaining shrinkers resulted in similar estimates close to the gold standard. As expected, excluding shrinkers consistently produced lower precision. for all analyses, bootstrapped estimates supported our findings.
DISCUSSION
the primary rationale for excluding implausible values is to reduce bias. However, in our analyses, excluding respondents with implausible height change values did not reduce bias. instead, excluding shrinkers simply reduced precision and even worsened accuracy in some situations. in contrast, ignoring the shrinkage and retaining shrinkers produced estimates close to the gold-standard estimates without loss of statistical precision. these findings suggest that removing shrinkers from the sample may, under some conditions, induce more bias than retaining those with implausible height change.
these results may be most relevant when measurement error is only partially observable. further examination of our data indicated that shrinkage was only one class of error in the data. other error manifested as greater growth than actually occurred. However, in adolescent data, height error is most manifest when shrinkage is observed. Assuming that the measurement errors are roughly symmetrical, excluding shrinkers removes observations from one direction of the error distribution while retaining the remaining error. this selective exclusion may induce more bias than it prevents.
this study has several strengths. the study design was innovative. By exploiting the longitudinal design of Add Health, which followed adolescents into adulthood, we constructed a height-stable cohort and established a gold-standard height for older adolescents using their observed, consistently measured, adult height. finally, we were able to examine a question of practical interest in the field of adolescent obesity research.
our study is limited by restriction to a sample of older female adolescents. However, we have no reason to believe that the pattern of measurement error differed by age or sex. We expect that the effect of handling shrinkage over time in a cohort of older adolescents would also apply in a younger population. in addition, we assumed that height consistently measured at waves 3 and 4 represented "true" height. While true height is unknown, we believe consistently measured adult height represented an accurate measure for a sample of US girls at least 17 years old.
in adolescent obesity research, the strategy of excluding shrinkers may not provide the validity gains researchers expect. Compared with retaining respondents who showed implausible shrinkage, excluding shrinkers did not improve accuracy and even diminished accuracy in some analyses. excluding implausible height change values may be intuitively appealing. However, our results suggest that ignoring the shrinkage and instead retaining the shrinkers can be a lessbiased strategy than excluding them. a obesity is defined as BMi ≥ 30 kg/m 2 or being at or above the 95th percentile in weight-for-age according to the CDC 2000 growth chart. BMi is expressed as kg/m 2 , although it is based on weight in pounds and height in inches. b prevalence and regression estimates account for the survey's complex sampling and use longitudinal sampling weights that account for loss-to-follow-up in waves 2, 3, and 4. c Wave 2 height was substituted with the gold-standard height that was consistent at waves 3 and 4 for analyses. reference category for obesity prevalence comparisons. d reference category for education analysis. e Wave 2 height value is used for analyses.
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FIGURE.
Distribution of bootstrapped logistic regression coefficients under 3 conditions: gold standard, excluding shrinkers, and retaining shrinkers.
